GMUN Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
October 9, 2012
1:00-2:00 pm
665 McNamara Alumni Center

Attending: Kersten Warren, Pat Jondahl, Lori Buboltz, Pamela Webb, Sue Paulson, Julia Steinkopf, Rachel Surber, Aaron Schilz, Launa Shun, Elizabeth Rumsey and Rita Bolluyt (via speaker phone), David March, Kendall Choate

Unable to attend: Corey Graves, Kirsti Hendricksen (maternity leave)

GMUN Fall General Meeting wrap-up from September 25, 2012
- Discussion of results from the evaluation tally was led by Aaron
- Effort continues to be an important topic for future meetings
- Rachel encouraged use of an on-line survey, such as USurvey or Google Forms

PI Transfer GMUNAC sub group
- Sue updated the committee on the PI transfer GMUNAC sub group
- A PI transfer checklist is being created

Export Controls and International Projects Officer search
- Pamela shared the status of the Export Controls and International Projects Officer search

Several suggestions for improving the Sponsored Projects Symposium VI were made:
- Choose something creative for the 2:00-2:45 slot
- Move/break up the big speakers from beginning to end of day
- Create awards with nominations and votes for the best University post and pre-award staff members, and hand out prizes at end of symposium
- Discussion about the practice of SPA/SFR staff tables versus topic tables (suggested model)

Pamela queried the committee of how the FCOI requirements are going for PHS faculty as correspondence has been minimal

Next Meeting: November 13, 2012, 1:00 p.m., McNamara 665